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Tomashi Jackson

American, b. 1980

Tomashi Jackson is an American
multimedia artist working across
painting, video, textiles and
sculpture. “Tomashi Jackson’s
work is research driven and
anchored in the disciplines of
painting, printmaking, drawing,
and sculpture. Jackson
investigates the languages of color
theory alongside the attempts to
legislate people by color.

In Jackson’s work the realms of
law, segregation, education,
housing, justice, police brutality
and voting rights are visualized
primarily through abstraction,
imagining the viewer as the
implicated figure. Jackson uses the
formal properties of color
perception as an aesthetic strategy
to investigate the value of human
life in public space. Her
investigation into color perception
as an aesthetic strategy began with
a close reading of Josef Albers’
pedagogical text, Interaction of
Color.

In this text, Jackson observed that
the language used to describe the
formal interaction of colors
mirrored the language of racial
segregation found in sources such
as United States public policy
documents, court proceedings, and
other documents that shape the
use of public space. Jackson’s
investigation of the shared
language around color, whether in
reference to histories of inhumane
policies or visual formalism, offers
a narrative framework from which
she constructs her own language of
abstraction.

Tomashi Jackson, Mario All Alone (Davis v
County School Board) (2016).

Poetry has been a

recurring anchor

during this

exploration. I am

drawing and painting

with material that is

ephemeral, tangible,

and historic now,

which feels right. I

have looked to poetic

structure to compose

with my diverse

palette in order to tell

stories.

Photo from Parrish Art Museum



Articles & Videos on 
Tomashi Jackson

https://hyperallergic.com/345021/the-linguistic-overlap-of-color-theory-and-racism/

https://www.tribes.org/web/tag/Tomashi+Jackson

https://bombmagazine.org/articles/rhythm-and-blues-tomashi-jackson/

READ
Hyperallergic, “The Linguistic Overlap of Color Theory and Racism” 

Tomashi Jackson found that the language of Josef Albers used to describe color
perception mirrored the language of racialized segregation.

Tribes.org, “Holding on When the Hand is Shoving You Back: Review of TOMASHI
JACKSON Time Out of Mind” 

“Often when confronted with complex economic and social justice issues, visual
artists find themselves with this problem—how to make these concepts
perceptible to viewers.  There are the crisply declarative poster art style works
that blares the artist’s sentiment. There are large scale installations that attempt
immerse the viewer. Then there is the thoughtful layering of the large wall works
that Tomashi Jackson makes for her exhibition, Time Out of Mind. Property
development is the toxic layer that goes through all of New York City history,
[it's] where wealth is measured in square footage for people who may never
enter their lucrative residence.  How these “deals” are made, who makes them,
who wins and who loses is the essential tale told in Jackson’s art work.”

Bomb Magazine, "Rhythm and Blues: Tomashi Jackson"
“Her artistic practice consists of an omnivorous diet of sources and outputs: raw
building materials that stand in for civic infrastructure and public space; popular
imagery, from iconic photos of black poets to celebrities sourced from the
Internet; R&B songs from the early 1990s; a digital screen space layered with
Skype conversations, music, and cut-out images, then translated into video.
Jackson metabolizes these materials and sources into, most often, an
installation environment of sound, sculpture, projection and performance. The
end result is neither interior nor exterior, but decidedly mixed.”

Photo from BFA.com  

https://hyperallergic.com/345021/the-linguistic-overlap-of-color-theory-and-racism/
https://www.tribes.org/web/tag/Tomashi+Jackson
https://bombmagazine.org/articles/rhythm-and-blues-tomashi-jackson/


https://parrishart.org/exhibitions/platform-tomashi-jackson/

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/story/2020-02-06/hank-willis-thomas-
tomashi-jackson-review

READ
Parrish Art, “Platform: Tomashi Jackson”

The exhibition will serve as the basis for inquiry, discussion, and creative
production in the Parrish’s educational programs. Exhibition themes will inform
student and family workshops, adult docent tours, and gallery discussions. An
illustrated publication will document Jackson’s process and installation.

LA Times, “Review: Hank Willis Thomas, Tomashi Jackson and a Different Kind of
Color Theory”

“Typical of her works, the complex image is built up in layers of printed and
painted paper, vinyl and fabric, draped delicately atop a wooden frame that
extends at a slight angle from the wall. The imagery, drawn from political
publications and signage as well as archival and family photographs, is dense,
cacophonous and overlapping to the point of incoherence. Yet clearly at the
center is a hot pink vertical rectangle framed by two more rectangles in different
shades of yellow. It’s reminiscent of the concentric compositions of German
émigré artist Josef Albers in which he mapped out vibrating gradations of
color.  Jackson’s use of color theory, while it certainly refers to the stratifications
of race, also refers to political colors. Reds and blues dominate the 10 three-
dimensional works on view at Night Gallery. (There are also three video works.)
The colors, of course, refer to the dominant political parties in the U.S. Yet
surprisingly, interspersed with her references to domestic history — the Voting
Rights Act of 1965, the CIA’s involvement in the crack cocaine epidemic, the rise
of gerrymandering — are election ballots and design motifs from Greece. Several
of the pieces are framed with striped borders reminiscent of the labyrinthine
Greek meander pattern. […] During a recent residency in Athens, Jackson
became interested in Greece as the birthplace of democracy, tracing how the
right to vote has expanded slowly and often painfully across time and
geography.”

Articles & Videos on 
Tomashi Jackson

detail of  Tomashi Jackson's work
from the Independent and NADA
Art Fair

https://parrishart.org/exhibitions/platform-tomashi-jackson/
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/story/2020-02-06/hank-willis-thomas-tomashi-jackson-review


https://sugarcanemag.com/2017/10/on-documentary-abstraction-and-the-art-
practice-of-tomashi-jackson/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7EXvM7_nb4o 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6zAACfsMgM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVpjm1J36bo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TiNSFq_qJk

READ
Sugarcanemag.com, “On Documentary Abstraction and the Art Practice
of Tomashi Jackson” 

“On Documentary Abstraction at Art Center/South Florida explores the ways
contemporary artists are using abstract painting and sculpture to document,
discuss and revisualize recent history. Featuring
artists Torkwase Dyson, Tomashi Jackson, Richard Ibghy, Marilou Lemmens and
others, the works in On Documentary Abstraction examine a range of topics,
including the history of lynching in the southern United States, civil rights
legislation, and labor exploitation in the 20th century. These revisualizations
vary widely in aesthetic and process, from dense configurations to colorful and
airy representations, offering the viewer the opportunity to choose what and
how much information to take in.”

WATCH
Whitney Biennial – Meet the Artist Tomashi Jackson 

Yale Norfolk School of Art - Tomashi Jackson: Color Problems
“During her lecture at the Yale Norfolk School of Art, entitled 'Color Problems,'
she will share a selection of projects that illustrate both failed and successful
attempts at solving color problems through her work. Exercises that explore
limited value, simultaneous contrast, translucency and opacity have been
investigated by students of visual art and color theory influenced by the work of
Yale School of Art students published in Interaction of Color in 1963. Color is a
thorny subject and naturally produces many failures among successes. The
works discussed during her visit with the Yale Norfolk community will highlight
her compositions as color problems that she considers successful because their
unanticipated challenges were ultimately answered with intuition.”

Art Center-South Florida – Conversation with Artist Tomashi Jackson

Hammer Museum – Conversation with Tomashi Jackson and Aruna D’Souza

Articles & Videos on 
Tomashi Jackson

detail of  Tomashi Jackson's
Sideways/Side Eye (Peach Shape)
2018.

https://sugarcanemag.com/2017/10/on-documentary-abstraction-and-the-art-practice-of-tomashi-jackson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7EXvM7_nb4o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6zAACfsMgM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVpjm1J36bo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TiNSFq_qJk


Ella Josephine Baker

American, 1903-1986

Considered the "mother of the Civil
Rights Movement", Ella Baker was
an Black civil rights and human
rights activists for over five
decades. In the 1960s, Baker
organized boycotts, sit-ins, and
several other forms of nonviolent
protests. She worked alongside
some of the most noted civil rights
figures--including W.E.B. Du Bois,
Thurgood Marshall, and Martin
Luther King Jr. Baker also
mentored emerging activists such
as Diane Nash, and Stokely
Carmichael.

Baker not only critiqued racism in
American culture, but also sexism
within the Civil Rights Movement.
Baker worked closely with the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) and helped form the
Sothern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC).

Baker's involvement with the SCLC
also led to the foundation of the 

Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC, pronounced
"snick") whose aim was help
southern university students
organize desegregation-oriented
protests.

Baker supported the idea of
"participatory democracy" which
combined traditional democracy
with an innovative tie to
grassroots participation.
Participatory democracy
emphasized the involvement of
people throughout society to make
their own decisions and to
minimize the government's
bureaucratic hierarchy. For Baker,
the people should make the
decisions for their future, not just
one charismatic leader. She is
quoted as saying, "You didn't see
me on television, you didn't see
news stories about me. The kind of
role that I tried to play was to pick
up pieces or put together pieces
out of which I hoped organization
might come. My theory is, strong
people don't need strong leaders."

I have always

thought that what is

needed is the

development of

people who are

interested not in

being leaders as

much as in

developing

leadership in others.

source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ella_Baker#Student_
Nonviolent_Coordinating_Committee_(1960%E2%8
0%931966)

Image from TIME.com

Image from CR Fashion Book.com

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ella_Baker#Student_Nonviolent_Coordinating_Committee_(1960%E2%80%931966)


https://ellabakercenter.org/about/who-was-ella-baker

https://time.com/4633460/mlk-day-ella-baker/

http://www.icarusfilms.com/if-ell1

https://docsouth.unc.edu/sohp/G-0007/menu.html

https://ellabakercenter.org/podcast-ellas-voice

READ
Ella Baker Center from Human Rights, "Who Was Ella Baker?"

This page features an in depth biography of Ella Baker and how the Center has chosen to continue
her legacy of Civil and Human Rights.

TIME Magazine, "On MLK Day, Honor the Mother of the Civil Rights Movement, Too"
"When Americans across the country pay tribute to a civil rights leader... most people will be
thinking of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in whose honor the federal holiday was established in 1983.
But there is a lesser-known civil rights figure without whom Dr. King’s work—and nothing less than
the entire civil rights movement of the 1960s—may not have succeeded, and whose absence from
the iconography of American history is a disservice to all citizens: Ella J. Baker."

WATCH
Fundi: The Story of Ella Baker, A Film by Joanne Grant

"FUNDI: THE STORY OF ELLA BAKER reveals the instrumental role that Ella Baker, a friend and
advisor to Martin Luther King, played in shaping the American civil rights movement. The dynamic
activist was affectionately known as the Fundi, a Swahili word for a person who passes skills from
one generation to another.By looking at the 1960s from the perspective of Baker, the "godmother
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee," FUNDI adds an essential understanding of
the U.S. civil rights movement."

LISTEN
Documenting the American South, Oral History Interview with Ella Baker (1974)

This 3-hour long audio interview with Ella Baker covers the activist's career and provides an in
depth explaination of the formation organizations such as SCLC and SNCC. It also covers Baker's
relationship with friend and colleague, Martin Luther King. This interview has a transcript.

Ella's Voice Podcast
This official podcast of the Ella Baker Center, a nonprofit based in Oakland where everyday people
organize every day to win change and build opportunities to make our communities safe, healthy
and strong.

Articles & Videos on 
Ella Baker

Image from Children'sdefense.org

https://ellabakercenter.org/about/who-was-ella-baker
https://time.com/4633460/mlk-day-ella-baker/
http://www.icarusfilms.com/if-ell1
https://docsouth.unc.edu/sohp/G-0007/menu.html
https://ellabakercenter.org/podcast-ellas-voice


Related Artists

Torkwase Dyson

Torkwase Dyson (b. 1973) is an interdisciplinary artist whose work centers around architecture,
infrastructure, environmental justice, and abstract drawing. Dyson describes herself as a painter
working across multiple mediums to explore the continuity between ecology, infrastructure, and
architecture. Examining environmental racism as well as the history and future of black spatial
liberation strategies, Dyson’s abstract works grapple with the ways in which space is perceived and
negotiated, particularly by black and brown bodies. 

www.pacegallery.com/journal/video/torkwase-dyson-talks-hans-ulrich-obrist/

LISTEN
In this recorded conversation, Dyson speaks with the curator Hans Ulrich Orbrist about distance,
ancestrorship, and her framework of Black Compositional Thought. Dyson states:

"Black Compositional Thought, BCT, this term considers how paths, throughways, architecture, objects, and
geographies are composed by black bodies and from these formations it also considers how properties of energy, space,
scale, and sound interact as networks of liberation. So Black Compositional Thought considers all of these spatial
histories physically—the architecture, the plantations, the houses, the hideaway spaces, the crawlways, the through-
pathways that were made—that those things are operating and produce a kind of energy, a sound, an instance,
conditions that are unmeasurable. So Black Compositional Thought argues that in all of those conditions, perception is
key—perception and movement and making is key. In those conditions for black people was a kind of compositional
virtuosity—having to create these conditions and move most of the time in this clandestine way toward liberation. And
there’s a history of black people self-liberating and that takes both things that you can measure and know, and things
that you cannot. Perceptions around our physical world, but perceptions around the imagination and freedom and
space, and a lot of theoretical physics that has to do with that too. So that’s Black Compositional Thought. That’s what
I’m working on now. I needed to make something from that, so hypershape allows me to pull out Black Compositional
Thinking in a way that works for me.

Images from Pace Gallery.com

https://www.pacegallery.com/journal/video/torkwase-dyson-talks-hans-ulrich-obrist/


www.pica.org/artists/demian-dineyazhi/

sableelysesmith.com/

www.futurefarmers.com/about

Demian DinéYazhi’ (they/them)
Damian is broaching topics adjacent to Decolonization,
Survivance, & Queerness in written or visual language, Demian is
caught in a narrative that is informed by romanticized notions of
belonging & the alienation experienced through centuries of
forced assimilation to White Supremacist Capitalist
Heteropatriarchal Colonization. Their practice is rooted in
Radical Indigenous Queer Feminist ideology, landscape
representation, memory formation, HIV/AIDS-related art &
activism, poetry, and curatorial inquiry.

Sable Elyse Smith
Acutely aware of architecture and its capacity to influence
consciousness, Sable Elyse Smith distills and expands historical
and lived experiences of anti-black violence, creating a physical
space that acknowledges trauma and manifests systematically
ignored narratives. Approaching medium and form with
precision, the New York-based writer and artist articulates urgent
social commentary and an elegant conceptual vision through
film, photomontage, neon, and works on paper. Smith’s
compelling use of text is heavy with the implications of what is
left unsaid, emphasizing the simultaneous necessity and
insufficiency of language to investigate and process trauma.
Within the malleable gallery space, Smith investigates both
private and public implications of mass incarceration, expressing
the nuanced emotional realities of the carceral state with
remarkable restraint and intention.

Futurefarmers
Futurefarmers is an international artist collective practicing a
form of cultural activism that exploits the interactive potential
offered by new media and public spaces. They create work that
explores a variety of social and environmental issues.

SELECT ARTISTS FROM THE EXHIBITION

Climate Changing

Image from Brokenboxespodcast.com

Image from Bcreative-captial.org

Image from Futurefarmers.com

https://www.pica.org/artists/demian-dineyazhi/
http://sableelysesmith.com/
http://www.futurefarmers.com/about


https://www.baseerakhanstudios.com/work

https://anatebgi.com/cpt_artists/jibade-khalil-huffman/#image-one 
https://hammer.ucla.edu/made-in-la-2014/jibade-khalil-huffman

constantinazavitsanos.com/home.html

https://hyperallergic.com/554310/meet-the-nyc-art-community-
constantina-zavitsanos-wants-us-to-care-for-one-another-and-
idgaf-how-silly-that-sounds/

Baseera Khan
Baseera Khan is a New York-based visual artist who sublimates
colonial histories through performance and sculpture in order to map
geographies of the future.

Artist Statement
"I am a New York-based artist who combines distinct and often mutually
exclusive cultural references to explore the conditions of alienation,
displacement, assimilation, and fluidity. I see bodies as collaged
identities constantly subject to volatile social environments, especially
within capitalist-driven societies such as the United States. I see bodies
as living between the realms of surveillance and otherness which results
in a suspension between exile and kinship central to my practice. To
balance this subjectivity, I began to self-censor and develop secretive
environments of sanctuary in my life and work. These life lessons
transform into motives of obscurity that lead me to a careful
deployment of material and linguistic shifts. The use of fashion,
photography, textiles and music, sculpture and performance manifest
my native-born femme Muslim American experience, a legacy for my
aesthetic concealment."

Jibade-Khalil Huffman
Jibade-Khalil Huffman is an artist and writer whose video and photo
works use found, archival material and contemporary memorbilia to
address slippage in memory and language, particular to race and
visibility. Huffman uses performance, photography, and video that
pushes the capabilities of text and image to tell stories and convey
meaning. Drawing on his background in poetry, Huffman plays with
timing and pacing in his visual work to tease out suspense, tension,
expectation, and release.

Constantina Zavitsanos
Zavitsanos is an artist who works in sculpture, performance, text, and
sound. Her work deals in the material re/production of debt,
dependency, and means beyond measure.

READ
In this interview, Zavitsanos states, "I want us to ask all of our questions
more from, and in, love and life — however militant or cool or dark or
sweet or deep or beautifully, absurdly weird and messy that must
render. I want everyone to ask about what’s actually invaluable. I want
us to ask the trees and seas for some clues right now. And I want the
Earth itself to answer."

SELECT ARTISTS FROM THE EXHIBITION

Climate Changing

Image from bennington.edu

Image from Flickr.com

Image from Newschool.edu
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In 1979, James Baldwin wrote a letter to his literary agent describing his
next project, Remember This House. The book was to be a revolutionary,
personal account of the lives and successive assassinations of three of his
close friends-Medgar Evers, Malcolm X and Martin Luther King, Jr. At the
time of Baldwin's death in 1987, he left behind only thirty completed pages
of his manuscript. Now, in his incendiary new documentary, master
filmmaker Raoul Peck envisions the book James Baldwin never finished.

The result is a radical, up-to-the-minute examination of race in America,
using Baldwin's original words and flood of rich archival material. I Am Not
Your Negro is a journey into black history that connects the past of the Civil
Rights movement to the present of #BlackLivesMatter. It is a film that
questions black representation in Hollywood and beyond. And, ultimately,
by confronting the deeper connections between the lives and assassination
of these three leaders, Baldwin and Peck have produced a work that
challenges the very definition of what America stands for.

The film is primarily visual and musical. I Am Not Your Negro uses archival
images from private and public photos; film clips, Hollywood classics,
documentaries, film and TV interviews, popular TV shows, TV debates,
public debates and contemporary images. It is a kaleidoscope, featuring a
frantic and poetic assemblage (a medley), all in Baldwin's very own,
peculiar style. The images punctuate the words and the music and vice
versa.  (cont'd. on next page) 

I Am Not Your Negro

(2017, 93min)

DIRECTOR 

Raoul Peck

AWARDS

Winner Best Documentary
Chicago International Film

Festival

Winner Audience Award
Berlin International Film Festival

Nominee Best Documentary
Academy Awards

TRAILER
www.youtube.com/watch?

v=rNUYdgIyaPM

WEBSITE

www.iamnotyournegrofilm.com

Image from Google

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNUYdgIyaPM


Articles & Videos on
I Am Not Your Negro 

http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/02/13/capturing-james-
baldwins-legacy-onscreen

https://www.vogue.com/article/i-am-not-your-negro-james-baldwin-
raoul-peck-interview

www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2017/02/i-am-not-your-
negro-review/515976/

www.nytimes.com/2017/02/02/movies/review-i-am-not-your-negro-
review-james-baldwin.html

READ
The New Yorker, "Capturing James Baldwin's Legacy on Film"

Als beautifully juxtaposes passages from literary works by various
authors to both Baldwin’s words and Peck’s film. He also brings out
key themes, such as how Baldwin’s imagery-laden words accompany
Peck’s chosen images, as well as Baldwin’s push-pull in Hollywood
films.

Vogue, Review of I Am Not Your Negro
Includes an interview with the director Raoul Peck, that goes into
depth on his introduction to Baldwin and how he came to create the
film.

The Atlantic, Review of I Am Not Your Negro

The New York Times, Review of I Am Not Your Negro

By revisiting the traditional “Black” iconography, with its clichés, the
unspoken, the fundamental errors of interpretation and even, at times,
the paternalistic prudery, I Am Not Your Negro redefines their meaning
and impact. Peck changed not only the framing of his images, but their
traditional use and their “editing” as well. He changed the
backgrounds, detached portions, enlarged a smile, scratched out a
tear. The goal was to deconstruct original intentions and thus expose a
new meaning to accepted iconography, unveil buried secrets or
unknown truths of the time. Familiar B&W images were colored, actual
current images were transferred to B&W.

source: www.iamnotyournegrofilm.com/
source: Magnolia Pictures’ Film Background

Image from Longreads.com

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/02/13/capturing-james-baldwins-legacy-onscreen
https://www.vogue.com/article/i-am-not-your-negro-james-baldwin-raoul-peck-interview
http://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2017/02/i-am-not-your-negro-review/515976/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/02/movies/review-i-am-not-your-negro-review-james-baldwin.html
http://www.iamnotyournegrofilm.com/


James Baldwin

American, 1924-1987

James Baldwin was one of the
greatest and most prolific North
American writers and social critics
of the twentieth century. at age 18,
Baldwin moved to Greenwich
Village, where he worked as a
freelance writer. He caught the
attention of the well-known
novelist, Richard Wright who
helped him secure a grant so he
could support himself as a writer.

In 1948, at the age of 24, feeling a
growing sense of disquietude with
race relations in his homeland,
Baldwin left for France, a place
where he would spend a large
portion of his life. Over the years
that followed, Baldwin utilized his
talents as a writer, speaker and
activist to take action on issues
that were important to him, to
develop relationships with a
multitude of inspiring figures, and
to provide the world with insight
into topics of race, civil rights,  

violence, sexuality, identity, class
distinctions, politics, history
and more both on an American and
an on an international level.

Baldwin returned to the United
States and there bore witness to
and tenaciously recorded the fight
for civil rights for African
Americans. he authored over
twenty-five essays, novels, plays,
articles, hundreds of letters, and
poems. He is known for Go Tell It On
The Mountain (1953), Notes of a
Native Son (1955), The Fire Next
Time (1963), Blues for Mister Charlie
(1964), An Open Letter to My Sister
Angela Y. Davis (1970), An Open
Letter to Mr. Carter (1977), as well
as The Evidence of Things Not Seen
(1985).

source: From Magnolia Pictures’ Curriculum
Guide, Discussion Guide, and Film Background

For a more detailed biography:
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/americanmasters/jam
es-baldwin-about-theauthor/59/

I love America more

than any other

country in the world

and, exactly for this

reason, I

insist on the right to

criticize her

perpetually.
Image from Google

Image from Google

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/americanmasters/james-baldwin-about-theauthor/59/


Magnolia Pictures released both the film and great teaching resources
to accompany the film. The Curriculum Guide contains information
about Baldwin, Medgar Evers, Malcolm X, Martin Luther King Jr. , as
well as historical context, such as on world events during Baldwin’s life.
In addition, it has 13 lesson plans on topics that range from Baldwin’s
art and words to protest and justice for all. The Discussion Guide
includes information guidelines to consider before the showing of the
film, good discussion questions, and helpful links to organizations that
continue to work for justice, like the Smithsonian National Museum of
African American History and Culture, the Southern Poverty Law Center
(with its wealth of information), and the National Urban League. The
Film Background Packet describes Peck and credits those who worked
on the film.

source: http://www.magpictures.com/iamnotyournegro/share/

Image from Google

http://www.magpictures.com/iamnotyournegro/share/


http://laperformera.org/awilda-rodriguez-lora/Bio

Awilda Rodríguez Lora is a performance choreographer and cultural entrepreneur. She challenges in
her work the concepts of woman, sexuality, and self-determination. These concepts are explored
through the use of movement, sound, and video as well as through literal instantiations of an
“economy of living” that either potentiates or subtracts from her body’s “value” in the contemporary
art market. Born in Mexico, raised in Puerto Rico, and working in-between North and South America
and the Caribbean, Rodríguez Lora's performances traverse multiple geographic histories and
realities. In this way, her work promotes progressive dialogues regarding hemispheric colonial
legacies, and the unstable categories of race, gender, class, and sexuality.

ARTIST STATEMENT
"I embody experiences. I believe that spectatorship is an act of witnessing that produces a shared
space mediated by flesh, emotions, ancestry, and intangible life experiences that can be
destabilized (jamaqueadas) by confronting my brown, queer, usually half-dressed or naked body
with that of the witness-spectator’s (espectador testigo). The co-presence of the witness-
spectator’s body and my own allows for a level of vulnerability, honesty, and intimacy that is
similar to--yet at the same time completely distinct from--the bonds of friendship, family, and sex
that often link bodies to one another, and which I believe can serve as a catalyst for social
change."

WATCH & LISTEN
In 2019, Awilda Rodríguez Lora participated in an artist talk at the Wexner. It can be found here:
www.wexarts.org/talks-more/awilda-rodriguez-lora

Performing Artist

Awilda Rodríguez Lora
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Color Theory  
In the visual arts, color theory is body of practical guidance to color mixing
and the visual effects of a specific color combination. It is often based on
the common color wheel which consist of primary (red, blue, yellow),
secondary (orange, green, purple), and tertiary colors (red-orange, green
blue, violet, etc.). Color theory also consists of complementary colors and
cool vs. Warm colors. 

Colorism  
Colorism, also known as discrimination, based on skin color, is a form of
prejudice or discrimination usually from members of the same race in
which people are treated differently based on the social implications from
cultural meaning attached to skin color. 

Gerrymandering  
Gerrymandering is a practice intended to establish an unfair political
advantage for a particular party or group by manipulating district
boundaries, which is most commonly used in first-past-the-post (FPTP,
most votes wins) electoral systems. 

Gerrymandering may be used to help or hinder a particular demographic,
such as a political, ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious, or class group.
“Majority-minority districts” are voting district boundaries that produce a
majority of constituents representative of Black or other racial minorities. 

Gray Scale 
A grayscale image is one in which the value of a single color sample is
represented by the amount of light it carries. Grayscale images are
composed exclusively of shades of gray. The contrast ranges from black at
the weakest intensity to white at the strongest.

Intersectionality
the interconnected nature of social categorizations such as race, class, and
gender as they apply to a given individual or group, regarded as creating
overlapping and interdependent systems of discrimination or
disadvantage.

Microaggressions 
a term used for brief and commonplace daily verbal, behavioural, or
environmental indignities, whether intentional or unintentional, that
communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative prejudicial slights and insults
toward any group, particularly culturally marginalized groups

Migration 
Human migration is the movement of people from one place to another
with the intentions of settling, permanently or temporarily, at a new
location. 

Key Terms & Themes

Tomashi Jackskon, Magnet School I (2014)



www.vulture.com/2017/04/is-political-art-the-only-art-that-matters-
now.html
www.widewalls.ch/magazine/political-art

Political Art
Art of any medium that responds to, converses with, or critiques socio-
political events of the past or contemporaneously—often times they incite
social change and are the source of social, political, or economic
controversy.

READ

Police Brutality 
Police brutality is the use of excessive and/or unnecessary force by
personnel affiliated with law enforcement duties when dealing with
suspects and civilians.  

Also known as police violence, police brutality, is legally defined as a civil
rights violation where officers exercise undue or excessive force against a
subject. This includes, but not limited to, physical or verbal harassment,
physical or mental injury, property damage, and death. 

Racial Segregation 
Racial segregation is the systemic separation of people into racial or other
ethnic groups in daily life. Segregation can involve the spatial separation of
the races, and mandatory use of different institutions, such as schools and
hospitals by people of different races.

Socio-economic 
Socio-economic status is the social standing or class of an individual or
group. It is often measured as a combination of education, income and
occupation.

Voting Rights 
Voting rights are the legalized laws set in place to ensure a democratic
government allows the electorate to make a collective decision on national
policies and electoral candidates. 

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 is a landmark piece of legislation in the
United States that prohibits racial discrimination in voting.  

Key Terms & Themes (cont'd.)

Tomashi Jackson, Ecology of Fear
(Abrams for Governor of Georgia)
(Negro Women wait to
congratulate LBJ)," 2020.

Images from Time Out of
Mind exhibition, Tilton
Gallery.
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Further discussion questions can be found on the Argument Centered
Education website: http://argumentcenterededucation.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/05/IAmNotYourNegroArgumentBasedQuestions18
.06.11.pdf

Post-Viewing of IANYN

How did Baldwin's words and Peck's choice of images blend on screen?
Was it effective? Did any pairings stand out? If so, why?

What does Baldwin mean when he calls himself a “witness” to the civil
rights struggle, rather than an “actor” in it?

Baldwin states, “Not everything that is faced can be changed. But
nothing can be changed until it is faced.” What significance does this
statement have in the context of race relations? Why does Baldwin say
that this principle gives African-Americans a “terrifying advantage”?

What do you think Baldwin is getting at when he says that the problems
of racism in America is actually not a racial problem? What kind of
problem is it, then? What is Baldwin’s support for this claim?

Baldwin concludes: “The future of the negro of this country is entirely the
same as the future of this country.” What does the future of the country
depend on, in the film’s closing words from Baldwin?

Race, Democracy & Intersectionality

What does it mean to be a citizen of a nation? To be a citizen of a
community?

How do civil rights apply equally to all races, classes, ethnicity, ages and
gender? Are civil rights equal rights?

How are laws and civil rights supporting or denying intersectionality?
Can laws be made with intersectionality in mind?

The Declaration of Independence states, 
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That to secure
these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of
Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People
to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its
foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness."

With James Baldwin, citizenry, democracy and intersectionality in
mind, how well is America living up to its declaration?

Discussion Prompts
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https://podcasts.la.utexas.edu/raceanddemocracy/podcast/ep-42-race-
democracy-and-public-history-a-conversation-with-james-basker/

https://time.com/4544356/jodi-picoult-confronts-racism/?
xid=time_socialflow_twitter&utm_campaign=time&utm_source=twitter.com&ut
m_mediu

https://www.ted.com/talks/dr_phillip_atiba_goff_how_we_can_make_racism_a
_solvable_problem_and_improve_policing?referrer=playlist-
talks_to_help_you_understand_r&language=en#t-6357

LISTEN
The following podcasts feature Dr. Peniel Joseph, Founding Director of the
UT Center for the Study of Race and Democracy and Professor of History,
discusses issues of race, democracy, public policy, and social justice with
expert guests. “Race and Democracy” questions who is America? Where have
we been, where do we want to go, and how can we get there?

Racial Politics

What is the legacy of slavery, segregation, and Jim Crow in our culture? What are
some ways you see these historical institutions directly affect contemporary
society?

How can one discuss racism in a group of people from mixed races--if everyone
has a different perspective and different ends? Does one discuss incidences of
how race is experienced, its causes, how practices and views can change?

Empathy, the ability to understand and share the feelings of another. Empathy,
which goes beyond sympathy, has been described as the characteristic that
makes us most human and mature. Is empathy the end goal of racism? Is
empathy ever enough?

In her article on white privilege (link below), Jodi Picoult says that “racism is
systemic and institutional, but it is both perpetuated and dismantled in
individual acts.” If racism is institutional and systematic, can it ever be
dismantled? Do individual acts balance out the microaggressions?

WATCH & LISTEN
In this 10min TEDTalk, Dr. Phillip Atiba Goff asks "How we can make racism a
solvable problem--and improve policing.

Public Spaces & Politics

What is public space? Who gets to engage in public spaces? How are public
spaces equitable, accessible and safe?

Can public spaces be political? They have been in the past (i.e. buses, lunch
counters, bathrooms, etc.). What about gendered vs. 'uni-sex' bathrooms? What
about access to buildings and bathrooms for people with disabilities?

Can environmental spaces be political? Parks? Schools? Pools? Neighborhoods
and counties? Museums? Should they be?

How can bodies be (socio-)political in public spaces ?

Discussion Prompts

Awilda Rodríguez Lora,
Wexner Center for the Arts
(2019)
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